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Napoleon in Russia - Alan Warwick Palmer 2003
"Napoleon is a torrent which as yet we are
unable to stem,” said Field-Marshal Prince
Mikhail Kutuzov in September 1812, and then he
predicted, “Moscow will be the sponge that will
suck him dry.” Three months earlier, on June 24,
1812, Napoleon had made his fateful crossing of
the Niemen River into Lithuania with an army of
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500,000 men, which by December would be
depleted by war, the weather, starvation, and
disease to a mere 10,000. Sucked dry, indeed.
The final six months of 1812 made of Napoleon’s
boldest imperial dream his most disastrous
military campaign, which historian and
biographer Alan Palmer recounts here with
narrative immediacy, colorful detail, analytic
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skill, and striking insight. He follows the French
forces in their long, dusty haul from Vilna to
Vitebsk to Viasma; from the frightful slaughter
at Borodino to Moscow’s deserted, burning
streets—and then the horrors of the grueling
winter retreat. But Palmer also looks beyond the
savagery of blizzards and battles to bring to his
vast canvas an overall picture of a campaign that
tragically cost Napoleon nearly half a million
men and shaped the greatest catastrophe of his
career. Illustrations and maps are included.
1812 - Richard K. Riehn 1990
Describes the background of the French and
Russian armies, discusses the logistics of
Napoleon's attack, and looks at the French
army's retreat
Napoleon's Invasion of Russia - George Nafziger
2009-05-06
“An impressive source book on the conflict, high
on information and data.”—Journal of the Society
for Army Historical Research September 7,
1812, is by itself one of the most cataclysmic
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days in the history of war: 74,000 casualties at
the Battle of Borodino. And this was well before
the invention of weaspons of mass destruction
like machine guns or breech-loading rifles. In
this detailed study of one of the most fascinating
military campaigns in history, George Nazfiger
includes a clear exposition on the power
structure in Europe at the time leading up to
Napoleon’s fateful decision to attempt what
turned out to be impossible: the conquest of
Russia. Also featured are complete orders of
battle and detailed descriptions of the opposing
forces.
The Campaign of 1812 in Russia - Carl von
Clausewitz 1843
With Napoleon in Russia - Armand de
Caulaincourt 2012-03-09
DIVComprehensive picture of the supreme crisis
of Napoleon's career, with graphic accounts of
French army's advance into Russia, occupation
of Moscow, and the horrors of retreat. 5
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illustrations. 1 map. /div
Polish Eyewitnesses to Napoleon's 1812
Campaign - Marek Tadeusz Lalowski 2020-12-14
Napoleon’s invasion of Russia cost the lives of
hundreds of thousands and changed the course
of history. Europe had never seen an army quite
like the one gathering in Poland in 1812 – half a
million men in brilliant uniforms, plumed
shakoes and shimmering helmets. Six months
later, it was the ghost of an army, frozen and
miserable, that limped back to their horrified
homes. While the story of this epic military
disaster has often been told, it has never been
described before from the viewpoint of the tens
of thousands of Polish soldiers who took part,
and that is why this selection of their vivid
eyewitness testimony is of such value. Most of
their accounts – letters, diaries and memoirs –
have not been translated into English before,
and they come from a variety of authors. Some
of them were patriots who were keen to wage
war on the Russians in order to regain
1812-napoleons-fatal-march-on-moscow

independence for their country. Others were
charmed by the glory of Napoleonic warfare or
were professional soldiers who did their duty but
had seen too much war to be seduced by it. They
all tell an unrivaled tale – of muskets and drums
and burning villages, of Borodino and Moscow
and ruthless battles, and of the numbing hunger
and biting cold. By the end the great army had
been reduced to a pitiless mob and the Polish
soldiers, who had set out with such hope,
recalled it with horror.
Moscow 1812 - Adam Zamoyski 2004-08-03
A history of Napoleon's invasion of Russia
describes the events that prompted the invasion
and recounts how such factors as the harsh
climate and Russian patriotism eventually set
the stage for Napoleon's downfall.
The War of the Two Emperors - Curtis Cate 1985
Offers incisive portraits on the indecisive Tsar
Alexander I and the brilliant but vain napoleon,
their calamitous confrontation, the dissolution of
the great French army.
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Moscow 1941 - Rodric Braithwaite 2009-11-04
In 1941 close to one million Russian soldiers
died defending Moscow from German
invasion–more causalities than that of the United
States and Britain during all of World War II.
Many of these soldiers were in fact not soldiers
at all, but instead ordinary people who took up
arms to defend their city. Students dropped their
books for guns; released prisoners exchanged
their freedom for battle; and women fought
alongside men on the bloody, mud-covered
frozen road to Moscow. By the time the United
States entered the war the Germans were
already retreating and a decisive victory had
been won for the Allies. With extensive research
into the lives of soldiers, politicians, writers,
artists, workers, and children, Rodric
Braithwaite creates a richly detailed narrative
that captures this crucial moment. Moscow 1941
is a dramatic, unforgettable portrait of an often
overlooked battle that changed the world.
Mapping Time - M. J. Kraak 2014
1812-napoleons-fatal-march-on-moscow

Engaging look at the cartographic challenge of
visualizing time on a map.
Poland - 1934
Brave Men and Brave Deeds - M. B. Synge
2008-11
Margaret Bertha Synge (1861-1939) was a
British author of books for children at the end of
the nineteenthand beginning of the twentiethcentury. Her works include: Cook's Voyages
(1892), The Story of Scotland (1896), A Child of
the Mews (1897), A Book of Scottish Poetry
(edited) (1897), Brave Men and Brave Deeds
(1898), A Helping Hand (1898), Life of Gladstone
(1899), The Queen's Namesake (1899), Life of
General Charles Gordon (1900), The Story of the
World for the Children of the British Empire (5
vols., 1903), The Struggle for Sea Power (1903),
The Awakening of Europe (1903), The World's
Childhood: Stories of the Fairies Simply Told (2
vols., 1905), A Short History of Social Life in
England (1906), Molly (1907), Martha Wren: A
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Story of Faithful Service (1908), The Great
Victorian Age for Children (1908), Great
Englishwomen (1911), A Book of Discovery
(1912), Simple Garments for Children (1913),
Simple Garments for Infants (1914), The Reign
of Queen Victoria (1916) and The Story of the
World at War (1926).
"1812" - Vasiliĭ Vasilʹevich Vereshchagin 1899
The following pages are not offered to the
reader as a history of the invasion of Russia by
Napoleon. They are but the statement of the
basis of observation on which M. Verestchagin
has founded his great series of pictures
illustrative of the campaign. These pictures are
now to be exhibited in this country, and the
painter has naturally desired to show us from
what point of view he has approached the study
of his subject-one of the greatest subjects in the
whole range of history-especially for a Russian
artist. The point of view is-inevitably in his casethat of the Realist; and this consideration gives
unity to the conception of his whole career and
1812-napoleons-fatal-march-on-moscow

endeavour. He has ever painted war as it is, and
therefore in its horrors, as one of its effects,
though not necessarily as an effect sought in and
for itself. He has tried to be "true" in all his
representations of the battle-field. His work may
thus be said to constitute a powerful plea in
support of the Tsar's Rescript to the Nations in
favour of peace. My meaning will be best
illustrated by a short sketch of M. Verestchagin
and his work, as painter, as soldier, and as
traveller.
Napoleon's Expedition to Russia - Philippe-Paul
comte de Ségur 2003
The author, a Russian general, provides a firsthand account of Napoleon's invasion of Russia in
1812.
Napoleon - Adam Zamoyski 2018-10-16
The definitive biography of Napoleon, revealing
the true man behind the legend "What a novel
my life has been!" Napoleon once said of
himself. Born into a poor family, the callow
young man was, by twenty-six, an army general.
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Seduced by an older woman, his marriage
transformed him into a galvanizing military
commander. The Pope crowned him as Emperor
of the French when he was only thirty-five.
Within a few years, he became the effective
master of Europe, his power unparalleled in
modern history. His downfall was no less
dramatic. The story of Napoleon has been
written many times. In some versions, he is a
military genius, in others a war-obsessed tyrant.
Here, historian Adam Zamoyski cuts through the
mythology and explains Napoleon against the
background of the European Enlightenment, and
what he was himself seeking to achieve. This
most famous of men is also the most hidden of
men, and Zamoyski dives deeper than any
previous biographer to find him. Beautifully
written, Napoleon brilliantly sets the man in his
European context.
1812 - Adam Zamoyski 2004
An epic account of Napoleon's invasion of Russia
and subsequent retreat from Moscow, which had
1812-napoleons-fatal-march-on-moscow

a profound effect on the subsequent course of
Russian and European history.
The Grandest Battle - George Armand Furse
2020-01-13
Napoleon's military genius as a commander at
war with Austria and Russia In 1805, Napoleon
and his Grand Army stood on the northern coast
of France poised to cross the English Channel to
invade England. To affect a successful landing
the French required control of the narrow
seaway which remained indisputably and
infuriatingly dominated by the Royal Navy. Thus
thwarted, the French Army turned about,
marching eastwards towards the Danube. This
book describes in thorough detail the brilliantly
conceived and fought campaign that included
the Battle of Austerlitz on December 2nd, 1805,
which effectively ended the War of the Third
Coalition with a decisive French victory. Indeed,
Napoleon proclaimed it as his, 'grandest battle'.
When first published in 1905 this book was titled
'A Hundred Years Ago: Battles by Land and Sea:
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Ulm, Trafalgar, Austerlitz'. This Leonaur edition
has been edited to concentrate entirely on the
land campaign to give the text greater focus for
students of the campaigns of French Napoleonic
armies. The role of undiminished British seapower was strategically pivotal in the war
against France, however the Battle of Trafalgar
was fought after the campaign of 1805 had been
launched and had no immediate influence upon
it, so the centenary of the original publication to
the naval battle is no longer relevant. This
edition contains maps and illustrations which did
not accompany original editions of the text.
Leonaur editions are newly typeset and are not
facsimiles; each title is available in softcover and
hardback with dustjacket.
Napoleon and Wellington - Andrew Roberts
2001
Explores the relationship between the French
emperor Napoleon Bonaparte and the Duke of
Wellington prior to and in the aftermath of the
Battle of Waterloo, the most decisive battle of
1812-napoleons-fatal-march-on-moscow

the nineteenth century.
Rites of Peace: The Fall of Napoleon and the
Congress of Vienna - Adam Zamoyski 2012-11-29
Following on from his epic ‘1812: Napoleon's
Fatal March on Moscow’, bestselling author
Adam Zamoyski has written the dramatic story
of the Congress of Vienna.
Letters of Napoleon - J. M. Thompson
2013-04-16
Not that all Napoleons letters, or even many of
them, are of a selfrevealing kind. In youth he
had few confidants in middle age he had little to
confide. la the stress of business and war he
soon shed the idealism of the patriot, the
fatalism of the f evolutionary, and the
romanticism of the lover. Any sense he may once
have had of the beauty, the pathos, or even the
humour of life was coarsened by flattery and
success. He can still declare, exhort, abuse,
persuade, even charm but always in the interest
of a policy, and to gain an end. He is wise,
clearsighted, eloquent, heroic but hardly ever a
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human being in repose. Nevertheless, Napo
leons letters remain, beyond anything written
about him, or anything else he wrote or said
about himself, by far his finest portrait. When he
was a young man, Napoleon wrote in the rapid
and already confused hand of the relatively rare
letters signed Buonaparte or Bonaparte. With
growing age and work, his handwriting became
so slovenly as to be wellnigh illegible whilst his
signature shortened from Napoleon to Napol.,
Nap., Np., and N. Though he still wrote some
private letters, and the more important military
and diplomatic despatches, he habitually
employed secretaries, and carried on the bulk of
his correspondence by dictation. Napoleon had
three principal secretaries Bourrienne
1797-1802, Meneval 1802-13, and Fain 1806-14.
All of them wrote Memoirs, and there is no lack
of evidence as to how their work was done. In a
rather unkind conversation at St. Helena,
Napoleon said that Bourrienne wrote a good
hand, and was active, tireless, and patriotic, but
1812-napoleons-fatal-march-on-moscow

that he was a gambler, whose face lit up when
his master dictated any thing dealing with big
figures: he was in fact dismissed for becoming
involved in financial speculation. His work was
done partly at the Luxembourg, and partly at the
Tuileries. In his Memoirs he describes
Napoleons appear ance, dress, and habits in
minute detail. From breakfast at 10 to dinner at
5 every hour was taken up with reading
petitions, correcting letters, giving interviews, or
attending meetings.
Poland: A history - Adam Zamoyski 2009-10-01
Adam Zamoyski first wrote his history of Poland
two years before the collapse of the Soviet
Union. This substantially revised and updated
edition sets the Soviet era in the context of the
rise, fall and remarkable rebirth of an
indomitable nation.
1812: Napoleon in Moscow - Paul Britten Austin
2012-12-03
This account of Napoleon’s disastrous invasion
of Russia, in the words of those who experienced
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it, offers “a brilliant insight into men at war”
(David G. Chandler, author of The Campaigns of
Napoleon). Hundreds of thousands of men set
out on that midsummer day of 1812. None could
have imagined the terrors and hardships to
come. They’d been lured all the way to Moscow
without having achieved the decisive battle
Napoleon sought—and by the time they reached
the city, their numbers had already dwindled by
more than a third. One of the greatest disasters
in military history was in the making. The fruit of
more than twenty years of research, this
superbly crafted work skillfully blends the
memoirs and diaries of more than a hundred
eyewitnesses, all of whom took part in the Grand
Army’s doomed march on Moscow, to reveal the
inside story of this landmark military campaign.
The result is a uniquely authentic account in
which the reader sees and experiences the
campaign through the eyes of participants in
enthralling day-by-day, sometimes hour-by-hour
detail.
1812-napoleons-fatal-march-on-moscow

The German Campaign in Russia - George E.
Blau 1955
The purpose of this study is to describe German
planning and operations in the first part of the
campaign against Russia. The narrative starts
with Hitler's initial plans for an invasion of
Russia and ends at the time of Germany's
maximum territorial gains during the battle for
Stalingrad.
Napoleon as Military Commander - James
Marshall-Cornwall 2002
Tracing Napoleon's development as both a
general and statesman, distinguished historian
James Marshall-Cornwall brings to life the
career of one of history's greatest military
strategists. Focusing on the two decades during
which Napoleon achieved his greatest triumphs
and suffered his most heartbreaking defeats, this
thoroughly researched study keenly analyzes
how, like Oliver Cromwell, Napoleon combined
strategy and statecraft throughout his career.
From his most brilliant campaigns-in particular
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his conquest of Piedmont and his triumphant
invasion of Italy-to the disasters at Trafalgar, in
the Iberian Peninsula, in Russia, at Leipzig, and
his final downfall at Waterloo, Napoleon as
Military Commander tells the story of a general
whose defeats were as remarkable as his
victories.
Napoleon's Russian Campaign of 1812 - Edward
A. Foord 1914
1812: Napoleon’s Fatal March on Moscow Adam Zamoyski 2012-11-29
Adam Zamoyski’s bestselling account of
Napoleon’s invasion of Russia and his
catastrophic retreat from Moscow, events that
had a profound effect on European history.
Warsaw 1920: Lenin’s Failed Conquest of
Europe - Adam Zamoyski 2008-09-04
The dramatic and little-known story of how, in
the summer of 1920, Lenin came within a hair's
breadth of shattering the painstakingly
constructed Versailles peace settlement and
1812-napoleons-fatal-march-on-moscow

spreading Bolshevism to western Europe.
Britain Against Napoleon - Roger Knight
2013-10-24
From Roger Knight, established by his multiaward winning book The Pursuit of Victory as 'an
authority ... none of his rivals can match'
(N.A.M. Rodger), Britain Against Napoleon is the
first book to explain how the British state
successfully organised itself to overcome
Napoleon - and how very close it came to defeat.
For more than twenty years after 1793, the
French army was supreme in continental
Europe, and the British population lived in fear
of French invasion. How was it that despite
multiple changes of government and the
assassination of a Prime Minister, Britain
survived and won a generation-long war against
a regime which at its peak in 1807 commanded
many times the resources and manpower? This
book looks beyond the familiar exploits of the
army and navy to the politicians and civil
servants, and examines how they made it
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possible to continue the war at all. It shows the
degree to which, as the demands of the war
remorselessly grew, the whole British population
had to play its part. The intelligence war was
also central. Yet no participants were more
important, Roger Knight argues, than the
bankers and traders of the City of London,
without whose financing the armies of Britain's
allies could not have taken the field. The Duke of
Wellington famously said that the battle which
finally defeated Napoleon was 'the nearest run
thing you ever saw in your life': this book shows
how true that was for the Napoleonic War as a
whole. Roger Knight was Deputy Director of the
National Maritime Museum until 2000, and now
teaches at the Greenwich Maritime Institute at
the University of Greenwich. In 2005 he
published, with Allen Lane/Penguin, The Pursuit
of Victory: The Life and Achievement of Horatio
Nelson, which won the Duke of Westminster's
Medal for Military History, the Mountbatten
Award and the Anderson Medal of the Society
1812-napoleons-fatal-march-on-moscow

for Nautical Research. The present book is a
culmination of his life-long interest in the
workings of the late 18th-century British state.
Borodino 1812 - Philip Haythornthwaite
2012-09-20
The battle of Borodino was one of the greatest
encounters in European history, and one of the
largest and most sanguinary in the Napoleonic
Wars. Following the breakdown of relations
between Russia and France, Napoleon
assembled a vast Grande Armée drawn from the
many states within the French sphere of
influence. They crossed the river Neimen and
entered Russian territory in June 1812 with the
aim of inflicting a sharp defeat on the Tsar's
forces and bringing the Russians back into line.
In a bloody battle of head-on attacks and
desperate counter-attacks in the village of
Borodino on 7 September 1812, both sides lost
about a third of their men, with the Russians
forced to withdraw and abandon Moscow to the
French. However, the Grande Armée was
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harassed by Russian troops all the way back and
was destroyed by the retreat. The greatest army
Napoleon had ever commanded was reduced to
a shadow of frozen, starving fugitives. This title
will cover the events of Napoleon's disastrous
Russian campaign of 1812 in its entirety, with
the set-piece battle of Borodino proving the focal
point of the book.
How Far From Austerlitz? - Alistair Horne
2014-11-04
A London Sunday Times Book of the Year A Daily
Telegraph Book of the Year The Battle of
Austerlitz was Napoleon's greatest victory, the
culmination of one of the greatest military
campaigns of all time. It was also the last battle
the "Father of Modern Warfare" would leave in
absolute triumph, for, though he did not know it,
Austerlitz marked the beginning of Napoleon's
downfall. His triumph was too complete and his
conquest too brutal to last. Like Hitler, he came
to believe he was invincible, that no force could
halt his bloody march across Europe. Like Hitler,
1812-napoleons-fatal-march-on-moscow

he paid dearly for his hubris, climaxing in bitter
defeat at Waterloo in 1815. In a matter of years,
he had fallen from grace. Alistair Horne explores
the theme of military success and failure in How
Far From Austerlitz? He chronicles Napoleon's
rise and fall, drawing parallels with other great
leaders of the modern era.
1812 - Adam Zamoyski 2005
Napoleon: The Man Behind the Myth - Adam
Zamoyski 2018-10-18
‘Napoleon is an out-and-out masterpiece and a
joy to read’ Sir Antony Beevor, author of
Stalingrad A landmark new biography that
presents the man behind the many myths. The
first writer in English to go back to the original
European sources, Adam Zamoyski’s portrait of
Napoleon is historical biography at its finest.
Whose History? - Grant Rodwell 2013
Somebody once quipped that any work of
Australian historical fiction is a 'burning fuse',
travelling over decades through Australian
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culture and society. In some manner, every
newly published Australian historical novel is
connected to what it has preceded. Each work
belongs to a proud history. Through multiple
examples, Grant Rodwell encourages readers to
see how a work of historical fiction has evolved.
Thus, under various themes, WHOSE HISTORY?
examines the traditions in Australian historical
fiction, and ponders how Australian historical
novels can engage teachers and student
teachers. WHOSE HISTORY? aims to illustrate
how historical novels and their related genres
may be used as an engaging teacher/learning
strategy for student teachers in pre-service
teacher education courses. It does not argue all
teaching of History curriculum in pre-service
units should be based on the use of historical
novels as a stimulus, nor does it argue for a
particular percentage of the use of historical
novels in such courses. It simply seeks to argue
the case for this particular approach, leaving the
extent of the use of historical novels used in
1812-napoleons-fatal-march-on-moscow

History curriculum units to the professional
expertise of the lecturers responsible for the
units.
The Devils' Alliance - Roger Moorhouse
2014-10-14
antly, the pact laid the groundwork for Soviet
control of Eastern Europe, a power grab that
would define the post-war order. Drawing on
memoirs, diaries, and official records from newly
opened Soviet archives, The Devils' Alliance is
the authoritative work on one of the seminal
episodes of World War II. In his
characteristically rich and detailed prose,
Moorhouse paints a vivid picture of the pact's
origins and its enduring influence as a crucial
turning point, in both the war and in modern
history.
Fighting the Russians in Winter: Three Case
Studies - 1981
Om vinterkrigsførelse, kamp om vinteren, kamp i
sne, kulde, frost, m.v. med russiske hær,
sovjetiske hærstyrker, sovjetrussiske hær, røde
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hær, røde armee, etc. i Rusland/Sovjetunionen,
beskrevet ud fra krigshistoriske eksempler.
Blinders, Blunders, and Wars - David C. Gompert
2014-11-26
The history of wars caused by misjudgments,
from Napoleon’s invasion of Russia to America’s
invasion of Iraq, reveals that leaders relied on
cognitive models that were seriously at odds
with objective reality. Blinders, Blunders, and
Wars analyzes eight historical examples of
strategic blunders regarding war and peace and
four examples of decisions that turned out well,
and then applies those lessons to the current
Sino-American case.
Napoleons Army in Russia - Jonathan North
1990-12-31
In 1812 Napoleon's magnificent army invaded
Russia. Among the half a million men who
crossed the border was Albrecht Adam, a former
baker, a soldier and, most importantly for us, a
military artist of considerable talent. As the
army plunged ever deeper into a devastated
1812-napoleons-fatal-march-on-moscow

Russia Adam sketched and painted. In all he
produced 77 colour plates of the campaign and
they are as fresh and dramatic as the day they
were produced. They show troops passing along
dusty roads, bewildered civilians, battles and
their bloody aftermath, burning towns and
unchecked destruction. The memoirs which
accompany the plates form a candid text
describing the war Adam witnessed. Attached to
IV Corps, composed largely of Italians, he was
present at all the major actions and saw the
conquerors march triumphantly into Moscow.
But, from then on, the invading army's fate was
sealed and the disastrous outcome of the war
meant that the year 1812 would become
legendary as one of the darkest chapters in
history.
Russia Against Napoleon - Dominic Lieven
2009-10-01
'A compulsive page-turner ... a triumph of
brilliant storytelling ... an instant classic that is
an awesome, remarkable and exuberant
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achievement' Simon Sebag Montefiore Winner of
the Wolfson History Prize and shortlisted for the
Duff Cooper Prize In the summer of 1812
Napoleon, the master of Europe, marched into
Russia with the largest army ever assembled,
confident that he would sweep everything before
him. Yet less than two years later his empire lay
in ruins, and Russia had triumphed. This is the
first history to explore in depth Russia's crucial
role in the Napoleonic Wars, re-creating the epic
battle between two empires as never before.
Dominic Lieven writes with great panache and
insight to describe from the Russians' viewpoint
how they went from retreat, defeat and the
burning of Moscow to becoming the new
liberators of Europe; the consequences of which
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could not have been more important. Ultimately
this book shows, memorably and brilliantly,
Russia embarking on its strange, central role in
Europe's existence, as both threat and protector
- a role that continues, in all its complexity, into
our own lifetimes.
Memoirs of Sergeant Bourgogne (1812-1813) Adrien-Jean-Baptiste-François Bourgogne 1926
This Hallowed Ground - Bruce Catton 1998
This history of the American Civil War chronicles
the entire war to preserve the Union - from the
Northern point of view, but in terms of the men
from both sides who lived and died in glory on
the fields.
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